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QUESTION 1

An Internet Service Provider plans to purchase 32 2-node Hitachi NAS Platform 3090 for use in a managed service
environment. They would like to dedicate one storage system to this environment. They would prefer a direct attached
FCAL topology without having to use a fabric switch. And they would like to use Hitachi Dynamic Provisioning. Which
two Hitachi storage systems would be used? (Choose two.) 

A. USP 

B. USP V 

C. VSP 

D. AMS2500 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is in the planning stage for a Hitachi NAS Platform MetroCluster implementation. You inform them that the
maximum number of primary volumes is 256 when using Hitachi NAS Platform software version 8. What is the reason
for this? 

A. P-Vol and S-Vol maximum LUN counts must be considered. 

B. MetroCluster only has license codes for 256 LUNs. 

C. Hitachi storage systems only support 256 volumes for replication. 

D. ShadowImage supports 128 copies of data. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are discussing Fibre Channel (FC) connectivity requirements with a customer who is comparing the capabilities of
the different Hitachi NAS Platform models. Which model has a minimum connectivity requirement of 4 FC ports? 

A. 2200 

B. 3080 

C. 3100 

D. 3200 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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A company that provides on-demand movies for Internet users would like to use a 2-node Hitachi NAS Platform to store
and play movies. They want redundancy for their two network switches. They have 60 internal servers that will access
the nodes. They would like to aggregate interfaces to achieve 5 Gb/s per node. Finally, they will need to access multiple
subnets over a single interface. Which three network technologies should be enabled to meet these needs? (Choose
three.) 

A. Link Aggregation Control protocol (LACP) 

B. half duplex 

C. LAG 

D. WebDAV 

E. 802.1Q 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing a Hitachi NAS Platform solution for a video streaming application over NFS version 3. The I/O profile
is heavily read intensive. Which Hitachi NAS Platform feature would deliver optimum performance? 

A. read cache 

B. superflush 

C. NFS acceleration 

D. Transfer Primary Access 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer would like to manage quotas at the directory level on a Hitachi NAS Platform. What would you recommend
to the customer? 

A. Virtual Directories 

B. Virtual Volumes 

C. Quota Tree 

D. Sparse Directories 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer plans to implement HiTrack Monitoring for their Hitachi NAS Platform from the customer\\'s management
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LAN. Which two are needed? (Choose two.) 

A. a configured SMTP server 

B. a configured SNMP community string 

C. Admin-EVS accessible from the customer\\'s management LAN 

D. an enabled HTTPS certificate 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer wants to migrate a Hitachi NAS Platform 3080 switchless cluster to access a Hitachi VSP storage
system using a SAN infrastructure built with Brocade M-series directors. Which two actions must be performed to
ensure a successful migration? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the storage ports to point-to-point "fabric on". 

B. Set the Fibre Channel link type on the nodes to "N". 

C. Change the host mode from 00 to 09. 

D. Set the Fibre Channel link type on the nodes to "automatic". 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer has a Hitachi AMS2100 attached to a 2-node Hitachi NAS Platform 3090 cluster. They initially purchased 15
TB and have just purchased an additional 5 TB. They now need to expand their existing storage pools. What must be
considered when expanding the storage pools? 

A. All system drives must be of the same size in terms of capacity. 

B. All system drives must be offline. 

C. All system drives must be in the same system drive group. 

D. All storage pools must be offline. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer has two independent Hitachi NAS Platform 3080 nodes. They want to implement a Hitachi NAS Platform
2-node cluster. Which two are required for implementing this solution? (Choose two.) 

A. Use an external SMU. 
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B. Ensure that all system drives are accessible by both nodes. 

C. Connect a 10 GbE network switch for Cluster interconnect. 

D. Assign dedicated storage system for each node. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer is running Web messaging related applications using a Hitachi NAS Platform 3080. They are worried about
data inconsistencies and would like to know how a WFS-2 file system can benefit their current environment. Which two
functions will provide an additional layer of data protection? (Choose two.) 

A. multiple Checkpoints 

B. quick rollback to a previous successful snapshot 

C. data recovery from the deleted file system 

D. the "consistency-check" command 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

An enterprise customer has purchased a Hitachi NAS platform to perform a server consolidation. The environment
consists of 28 Microsoft Windows file servers integrated with DFS and 7 Samba servers that provide multi-protocol
access to large graphics files used by Macintosh users. Which three potential points of contention should be considered
when planning your solution design? (Choose three.) 

A. the number of concurrent users for each server being consolidated 

B. NTFS ACLs used by Samba 

C. name services integration 

D. DFS integration with CNS 

E. the number of Active Directory domains 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 13

A customer wants to minimize failover time in the event of a node failure in a Hitachi NAS Platform MetroCluster
environment. Which parameter must be set? 

A. adminevs_user = hnasmc 

B. failover_evs_disable = no 
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C. failover_evs_disable = yes 

D. failover_use_ssws = yes 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

An enterprise customer has asked you to plan a data migration from their six existing Windows Storage Server clusters
to their Hitachi NAS platform 3090 cluster. They are currently using DFS and all of the current user access is mapped to
the DFS namespace. You are asked to deliver a transparent migration strategy to minimize user impact. Which optimal
migration strategy do you recommend? 

A. Create an EVS for each server instance and assume the original name and IP address. 

B. Consolidate the environment to two EVSs, migrate the shares and link them to the same DFS context. 

C. Use Cluster Name Space and build a namespace that mirrors the current DFS namespace. 

D. Use CNAME records to point end-users to EVS instances using the same UNC path. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Your customer is interested in using thin provisioning at the file system level and wants to know how the auto-expansion
function works on the Hitachi NAS Platform. Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. A storage pool will automatically expand reaching the high watermark. 

B. A thin file system will allocate space as needed until the maximum size is reached. 

C. A thin file system will automatically expand to 10% beyond the high watermark. 

D. A thin file system can be created with a larger maximum size than the storage pool size. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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